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ABSTRACT 
Purpose 
The purpose was to determine the accuracy and precision of BioStampRC® (MC10 Inc) 
in measuring gait kinematics of persons with Multiple Sclerosis (PwMS) by comparing to 
contemporary research-grade measurement devices. 
 
Motivation 
Mobility impairment is common in PwMS. In this research, we examined accuracy and 
precision of a novel wireless, skin-mounted, and conformal inertial sensor 
(BioStampRC®) to measure gait characteristics of PwMS.  
 
Hypothesis 
BioStampRC sensors accurately and precisely measure gait parameters in PwMS 
across diverse walking impairment levels. 
 
Methods 
A total of 45 PwMS with diverse walking impairment (Mild MS=15, Moderate MS=15, 
Severe MS=15)and 15 healthy control subjects participated in the study. During the 
series of gait tests, participants were instrumented with BioStampRC, MTx (Xsens, Inc) 
and an activity monitor GT3X (Actigraph, Inc). Step number and temporal gait 
parameters were calculated from the data recorded by each sensor. Visual inspection 
and the MTx served as the reference standards. Accuracy (error) and precision 
(variance of error) was assessed based on absolute and relative metrics. Temporal 
parameters were compared across groups using ANOVA.  
 
Results 
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Mean accuracy±precision for the BioStampRC was 2±2 steps error for step number, 
6±9ms error for stride time and 6±7ms error for step time (0.6-2.6% relative error). 
Swing time had the least accuracy±precision (25±19ms error, 5±4% relative error) 
among the parameters. GT3X had the least accuracy±precision (8±14% relative error) 
in step number estimate among the devices. Both MTx and BioStampRC detected 
significantly distinct gait characteristics between PwMS with different disability levels 
(p<0.01). 
 
Conclusion 
BioStampRC sensors accurately and precisely measure gait parameters in PwMS and 
detected differences in gait characteristics by disability level in PwMS. This technology 
has the potential to provide granular monitoring of gait both inside and outside the clinic. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

● Mobility impairment is common in people with multiple sclerosis (PwMS) [1].  
● Accurate assessment of gait characteristics in PwMS is required to examine the 

severity and progression of gait impairment.  
● However, mobility assessments are traditionally conducted in laboratory settings 

and are difficult to generalize to community settings [2]. 
● Recently, a wireless, skin-mounted, conformal inertial sensor, BioStampRC 

(MC10, Inc.) has been developed [3], which may allow for monitoring of gait 
outside the lab.  (Figure 1). 

 
The purpose of this project was to examine accuracy and precision of the 
BioStampRC system to measure gait characteristics in PwMS during several 
walking tests. 
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Figure 1. BioStampRC a novel wireless, skin-mounted conformal inertial sensor 
 
METHOD 
Participants 

● 45 PwMS and 15 healthy control subjects were recruited. 
● PwMS were further divided into groups based on comfortable over-ground 

walking speed (mild: speed >= 1.1 m/s, moderate: 0.7 < speed < 1.1 m/s, severe: 
speed <= 0.7 m/s) [3] 

 
Sensors 

● During the tests, participants were instrumented with BioStampRC and MTx 
(Xsens, Inc) sensors on their shanks, as well as an activity monitor GT3X 
(Actigraph, Inc) on their non-dominant hip. (Figure 2). 

 
Gait assessment 

● The participants completed a comfortable walking test, Timed 25 feet walk test 
(T25W), Timed Up and Go test (TUG). Also, 6MW tests were conducted at slow, 
comfortable and fast walking speeds on a motorized treadmill [4]. 

 
Data analysis 
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● The projection of the shank angular velocity onto the medial-lateral axis was then 
analyzed to identify the gait events [5] (figure 3). 

● MTx and manual step counts served as a reference standard for assessing 
temporal gait parameters and step number.  

 
Statistical analysis 

● Accuracy (mean of error) and precision (variance of error) were reported based 
on absolute and relative metrics.  

● Difference of gait parameters and accuracy of gait parameters between groups 
and devices were assessed with ANOVA analysis (alpha=0.05) 

 

 
Figure 2. Sensor locations 
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Figure 3. Gait events detection based on shank angular velocity 
 
RESULTS 
Table 1. Demographics and clinical characteristics 

 
 
Table 2. Gait parameters recorded by BioStampRC in 6MW 
comfortable speed condition 
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Note: significantly (p<0.05) different from *the controls; †the mild MS; δ the moderate 
MS 
 
Table 3. Accuracy and precision of stride/step number count per 
device 

 
Note: Total N = 60 for each test, ABS=absolute, REL=relative 
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Figure 4. Bland-Altman plot of 6MW (a) Stride time (b) Swing time (c) Step time and TUG (d) Stride time 
(e) Swing time (f) Step time of BioStampRC compared with that of reference system (MTx). 
 

● BioStampRC had significantly less error in step number compared to GT3X 
(p<0.01) while there was no difference compared to MTx. 

● Swing time had the highest error (accuracy±precision =25±19ms error, 5±4% 
relative error) among the parameters (Figure 4). 

● Stride time and step time error was greater during the TUG than that of the other 
assessments (stride time: p=0.05; step time: p<0.01). 

 
DISCUSSION 

● Overall, BioStampRC sensors accurately and precisely measure gait parameters 
in PwMS across diverse walking impairment levels compared to contemporary 
research-grade measurement devices. 

● BioStampRC shows promise in identifying changes in gait and in monitoring the 
progression of gait disability in PwMS.  

● Refinements in the algorithm to enhance accuracy of estimating swing time are 
warranted. 

● Various movements (sitting, turning) included in TUG might increase inaccuracy 
of calculation of gait parameters detected by the BioStampRC. 
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● The algorithm for detecting gait events may need to be improved so that it can be 
applied to diverse ambulation tasks. 

 
<Limitations> 

● 6MW trials were conducted on a motorized treadmill for speed control. 
● The true ground outcomes for temporal gait parameters are unknown. 
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Intended Use 
The BioStampRC system is designed to collect certain physiological data in research 
studies. The system is intended to capture raw data about movements and 
biopotentials. The data collected by the BioStampRC system can provide quantifiable 
analysis of physical motion and electrophysiology. BioStampRC Sensors are research 
tools and are not intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or 
prevention of any disease or condition in humans or animals. 
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